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Non-Fiction
Factual descriptions for alien field guide
writing
o Explore layout and formal language
of factual descriptions
o Write field guides using facts about
mythical creatures
o Create aliens inspired by mythical
beasts and alien beings.
o Create a world landscape and
habitats to house the class’ mythical
animals/beings.
o Semi-colons, parenthesis,
hyphenated words.
Guided reading – Up to end of Chapter 18
of ‘Sputnik’s Guide to Life on Earth.’
Persuasive writing
Write to persuade Sputnik’s species not to
harm the Earth
Write to persuade people to visit a new
hotel on the moon
o Persuasive/emotive language
o Persuasive sentence starters
o Sentence starters to link sentences
and paragraphs together
o Structure of text (5 paragraphs with
focus of 3 persuasive elements)
o Rhetorical questions
o Imaginative vocabulary for purpose
of persuasion
o Informal sentences or phrases for
invitation purpose

Short Narrative unit
• Write a constellation narrative myth
o Identify features of constellation
narratives
o Identify appropriate vocabulary for
ancient myth stories
o Create own narrative that inspired a
constellation of their own design
o Direct speech

Science

- Interpret information about planets/space and answer questions by
using the numerical data
- Multiplication and division (taking place during topic but not
necessarily linked)
- Fractions (taking place during topic but not linked)

Space
• Describe the movement of the Earth and
other planets relative to the sun in the
solar system

• Describe the movement of the moon
relative to the Earth
• Describe the sun, Earth and moon as
approximately spherical bodies
• Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to
explain day and night and the apparent
movement of the sun across the sky
• Identify well-known constellations from
Ancient Greek myths

Sci-Fi and Space
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Science link to forces
- Create a rocket to fit an existing
design criteria – link to
previously taught knowledge
about air resistance and
lightweight requirement
- Create a solar system model
which demonstrates how planets
orbit the sun and the order they
are in from the sun outwards
- Create Bowtruckles – English
link

Geography

- Gain a deeper knowledge of characteristics
for a range of the world’s natural physical
features/ environments.
- Understand how geographical elements
such as sea tides are affected by the moon
- Create landscapes and design a layout for a
fictional world in the style of a satellite
image.
- Explore the features of various
environments and regions to inspire
English writing.

